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The EU explained: Regional Policy - Making Europe's regions and cities, boosting economic growth and improving quality of life through strategic investment. It is also an active form of regional policy - European Commission. Growing European regions. The current NUTS 2016 classification is valid from 1 January 2018 and lists 104 regions in the EU. The Committee of the Regions is an EU advisory body composed of locally and regionally elected representatives coming from all 28 Member States. The European Union's Cohesion Policy is the European Union's way of dealing with the social, economic and territorial disparities that exist. Is my region covered? - Regional Policy - European Commission. Future of Europe: cities and regions want a federated EU. The European Union is a new type of federation of countries comprised of 28 European countries pursuant to the founding treaty, and its origins go back to the Assembly of European Regions Connecting regions, inspiring. Can an EU of the regions offer an alternative to Catalan secession? - CoR - Europa EU. This article provides an overview of six regional typologies - The European Commission. The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) classification was introduced in 1991 and is used for the purpose of better describing the regional structure of the European Union. The European Union And The Regions - Wikipedia. Despite the significant advances that have been made at the European Union level in terms of health inequality measurement, there are still gaps in the understanding of these inequalities. The European Union is a new type of federation of countries comprised of 28 European countries pursuant to the founding treaty, and its origins go back to the Assembly of European Regions Connecting regions, inspiring. Is my region covered? - Regional Policy - European Commission. Future of Europe: cities and regions want a federated EU. The European Union is a new type of federation of countries comprised of 28 European countries pursuant to the founding treaty, and its origins go back to the Assembly of European Regions Connecting regions, inspiring.
The European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region (EUSBSR) is the first European Union (EU) macro-regional strategy, adopted in 2009.

This document presents the current NUTS nomenclature, which subdivides the territory of the European Union into 98 regions at NUTS level 1, 276 at NUTS.